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ICC, RESNET Collaborate to Publish Energy Standards
The International Code Council (ICC) and
Residential Energy Services Network (RESNET) have
collaborated to publish two ANSI-approved standards:
ANSI/RESNET/ICC 301-2014, Standard for the
Calculation and Labeling of the Energy Performance of
Low-Rise Residential Buildings using an Energy
Rating Index; and ANSI/RESNET/ICC 380-2016,
Standard for Testing Airtightness of Building Enclosures, Airtightness of Heating and Cooling
Air Distribution Systems, and Airflow of Mechanical Ventilation Systems.

Standard 301 will assist code officials, energy inspectors and builders by providing
guidance in the application of the Energy Rating Index (ERI) Compliance Alternative
contained in Section R 406 of the 2015 International Energy Conservation Code (IECC).
Standard 380 provides consistent test procedures that can be used as building diagnostics, in
quality assurance and control, for determining compliance with codes and standards, and to
determine input to energy simulations and ratings.

“The addition of the ERI Compliance Alternative in the 2015 IECC provides greater
flexibility for builders in meeting code requirements,” said Mark Johnson, ICC Executive Vice
President & Director of Business Development. “The ANSI/RESNET/ICC 301-2014 provides
the guidance needed for consistent application when using the ERI Compliance approach.”

“The publication of ANSI/RESNET/ICC 380-2016 represents the first time an American
consensus standard has been developed that sets the standard for the conducting of air
tightness and duct leakage tests,” said Steve Baden, RESNET Executive Director. “The 2009
IECC requires duct testing of new homes and the 2012 IECC requires duct testing. With the
publication of the 380 standard, code officials have a tool that will allow them to be confident
the required tests are conducted properly.”

In January 2015, ICC and RESNET began partnering on a variety of projects to benefit
members of both associations, support adoption and usage of the IECC, and increase
recognition of the Home Energy Rating System in the building safety community.

ANSI/RESNET/ICC 301-2014, Standard for the Calculation and Labeling of the Energy
Performance of Low-Rise Residential Buildings using an Energy Rating Index and
ANSI/RESNET/ICC 380-2016, Standard for Testing Airtightness of Building Enclosures,
Airtightness of Heating and Cooling Air Distribution Systems, and Airflow of Mechanical
Ventilation Systems are available for purchase in hardcopy or PDF Download.
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About us:
The International Code Council is a member-focused association. It is dedicated to
developing model codes and standards used in the design, build and compliance process to
construct safe, sustainable, affordable and resilient structures. Most U.S. communities and
many global markets choose the International Codes.

The Residential Energy Services Network was founded in 1995 as an independent, nonprofit organization to help homeowners reduce the cost of their utility bills by making their
homes more energy efficient.

